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Forex is the largest currency market in the world. It isn't located in any particular city or town. As a
matter of fact it isn't located anywhere - it is entirely electronic. All you need to start investing
money on Forex is ONE dollar and access to the Internet. These easy to fulfil requirements are the
reason why millions of people invest their money on Forex every day. Among the investors are
professional stock brokers, accountants, housewives, retired persons, students, engineers and stayat-home mothers - literally anybody. There's no need for any specialised knowledge or skills to
become a Forex trader.

» Is it simple?
Yes, very simple. What more - it can't be any simpler.
The Forex market users log in to their accounts via the Internet and, in the simplest case, they see in
their browsers the following:

Of course there are more sophisticated tools such as charts and other available, but the basic case
looks exactly as above.
Now, all you have to do to earn, is click one button (for example "Buy") and a moment later the
other button ("Sell"). If the price of the chosen currency pair rises in meanwhile, you can earn even
400 times more then the increase in the currency pair price.
This way, just at the effort of a few clicks a day, you can earn thousands or even hundred of
thousand dollars per day.

» OK, where the catch?
Well, the crucial thing is to know which button to press. So far this all seems more like lottery than
a method for a steady income. That's it. Many people feel that investing in Forex is more like
gambling, and they don't treat it seriously. Actually the majority acts this way. Why? Because in
order to make sensible investing decisions you have to know what you are doing. You need time
and skills to figure out which button to press.
Most people don't have time and skills to achieve this, and therefore they lose money.
And ... 98% of Forex investors lose their money!

» What about the remaining 2%?
That's the point. These 2% of investors get everything that the remaining 98% lose. This means
unimaginable amounts of money passing from hands to hands every day.
The 2% who get all the money KNOW what to do, because they ALWAYS use proper software that
makes the decisions. Only machine, a powerful computer that analyzes all the data from the the
market is able to make the right decision. Machines don't have emotions, they don't know what fear
or greed means, and they never act according to intuition. They obtain the results by means of
calculation, and this makes them the best advisers. That's why 98% of ordinary people lose their
money to 2% of wise investors.
Some of the Forex gurus talk about automated Forex systems and they even sell these systems to
other people. These systems are supposed to tell you whether to buy or sell. They draw charts, lines,
and arrows. But unfortunately, they DON'T WORK.
These systems, delivered as ebooks or simple computer programs have one big disadvantage: they
don't learn. And the market evolves daily and every new day requires a fresh, modified approach.
Only supercomputers connected to the Internet 24 hour a day are have the power to analyze the
markets in real time which enables them to correct their predictions dynamically.
That's why the BEST and the ONLY working way to earn money on Forex is by using READY
buy/sell signals generated by highly specialized, intelligent, and self-improving software.

Forex Automoney, as one of the very few companies in the world, offers access to such signals.
Take a look how it works:
After logging in to your account you see this:

now, all you have to do is press the right button and that's it! Nothing more to do!
Can you imagine anything more simple?
Thanks to Forex Automoney thousands of investors outsmart millions of other every day. 2% take
what 98% have to give.

At this moment you surely wonder if you could be among this 2% of investors? Can you too earn
tens of thousands of dollars in such an incredibly easy way? A couple of mouse clicks - is this really
enough? This is incredible!
Yes, contemporary technology creates immense opportunities and you too can take them.
Everything is withing your reach - in 5 minutes you can start earning money in such a way. Yes take a look now at your watch and imagine that in 5 minutes the simplest and most effective
method of earning that ever existed in the world can be yours.
Of course Forex Automoney is aware of the anxieties of its customers. We understand that you
might be not 100% convinced that the system we offer really works. That's why we don't want you
to take any risk until you are entirely sure that everything what's been said here is true.
We want to offer you a 3-day trial period - use it and see for yourself that you can make big
money. The trial account we give you is not crippled in any way - some of our customers earned
several thousands dollars during these first 3 days. Without any risk - after all they were using a trial
account.

●

IF you have had enough of being short on cash

●

IF you want to join the 2% of smartest and most successful investors in the world

●

IF you want to see in 5 minutes your dreams coming true

Go to ForexAutomoney.com and get your Trial Membership.
Don't risk - 3 days is all you need to check that everything we've said here is true.

Be smart. Go to:
ForexAutomoney.com
and get your money.
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